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NetEnt creates adrenaline-fueled frenzy 
of slot excitement with Reel Rush 2  

 

Souped-up sequel to Reel Rush is packed with fun and features galore 

 
NetEnt’s latest release, Reel Rush 2, has taken the best parts of the 2013 hit prequel and 
added a bunch of fun-filled extras and social gaming-inspired mechanics.  
 
It is a franticly-paced, 5-reel video slot with 3125 betways, set in a crazy, colorful, video 
game influenced world of juicy candy, cube-shaped fruit and starry wilds. It features Wild 
Substitutions, Re-Spins, Free Spins and Super Free Spins – as well as a whole new set of 
eight Random Features where anything can happen.  
 
With more NetEnt innovation, when free spins are triggered, players are offered three 
choices: Buy Super Tokens, gamble all Super Tokens for more super tokens to upgrade to 
Super Free Spins or continue to regular Free Spins. This gives players a degree of decision-
making that blends odds with strategy to create a different, innovative way of playing. 
 
“The original Reel Rush was a frenetic experience, loaded full of madness and mayhem. 
Players loved it so much that we’ve turned the dial up to 11!“ said Bryan Upton, NetEnt 
Director of Games.  
 
“Reel Rush 2 is a game for everyone: a top prize of 25,000 times your stake will attract 
savvy players, while the high-entertainment factor will appeal to casual players and video 
game enthusiasts.  We have designed an innovative Super Token system that we believe 
offers players more choice and control over their Bonus experience, this is another exciting 
first for the industry from NetEnt.” 
 
Play Reel Rush 2 for free here 
 
For additional information please contact:  
press@netent.com  
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NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s  
most successful online casino operators. Visit www.games.netent.com to try our games. Since its inception in 

1996, NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting-edge 

platform. With innovation at its core, NetEnt is committed to create the future of gaming. NetEnt is listed on 

Nasdaq Stockholm (NET-B), employs 900 people and has offices in Stockholm, Malta, Kiev, Gothenburg, New 

Jersey, Krakow, London and Gibraltar. www.netent.com 
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